A Wide Variety of Frozen Treats
Baskin-Robbins offers its guests a wide variety of ice cream flavors and frozen treats, including custom
ice cream cakes, refreshing frozen beverages, ice cream sundaes and other ice cream novelties.


Ice Cream Flavors
Over the past 70 years, Baskin-Robbins’ spirit of fun and innovation
has been brought to life through their wide variety of ice cream flavors.
What was once a selection of 31 flavors—Baskin-Robbins “31®”
stands for a different ice cream flavor for each day of the month—has
grown to more than 1,300 in its flavor library.
Baskin-Robbins’ Flavor of the Month program and popular seasonal
flavors that rotate through our shops helps us deliver on the “there’s
always something new” promise at Baskin-Robbins.
Baskin-Robbins’ top selling ice cream flavors are Vanilla, Chocolate,
Mint Chocolate Chip, Pralines 'n Cream, and Chocolate Chip. We
encourage a “more flavors, more fun” attitude, which is why we offer
our guests a pink spoon sample whenever they enter a BaskinRobbins restaurant, so they can take a flavor adventure and try new
ice cream creations.



Ice Cream Cakes
Baskin-Robbins is a global ice cream cake innovator, and
the brand’s unique cake designs and options for
customization are what make birthdays, holidays, and
special occasions more of a celebration for guests and their
families and friends.
Baskin-Robbins’ variety of ice cream cakes can be
customized with a guest’s favorite ice cream and cake flavor
combination and they can also be personalized with a
special message. We have designs for every occasion:
birthdays, graduation, Mother’s Day, Father’s Day,
Halloween and even Thanksgiving.



Frozen Beverages
Baskin-Robbins has a growing line of beverages, including Fruit Blasts, Smoothies, Cappuccino
Blast®, Iced Cappy Blast, milkshakes, floats, freezes and Ice Cream Sodas.



Warm Cookie Ice Cream Sandwiches
Baskin-Robbins’ new Warm Cookie Ice Cream Sandwiches bring
together two of America’s most popular treats – cookie and ice
cream – as one delectable dessert that can be enjoyed as a
sandwich or as a sundae. Baskin-Robbins' Warm Cookie Ice
Cream Sandwiches and Sundaes can be personalized with a
guest's choice of warm cookies, their favorite ice cream flavor and
topping.
The chewy, warmed to order cookie options include Dark Chocolate Chunk, Double Fudge,
Peanut Butter Chocolate and White Chunk Macadamia Nut Cookies. Guests can choose their
cookie and mix and match more than one type of cookie in their sandwich or sundae for the
ultimate flavor experience.



Ice Cream Sundaes
Baskin-Robbins’ line of premium sundaes and classic sundaes can be made to order and can
feature classic toppings like hot fudge, whipped cream and a wide selection of candy or fruit
toppings.
Specialty sundaes such as the Warm Brownie Sundae and the Warm Cookie Sundae combine
cold ice cream with a warm bakery item to create the ultimate dessert.

